SCHOOL GRADE

Fourth Grade

Grade

SUBJECT

Language Arts

Subject

BIMESTER

4th bimester

Bimester

PERIOD

Evaluation
Period

April 12th – April 20th.
CONTENT

Stories: *

“ Pop`s bridge” and “ Roberto Clemente”

“Pop’s bridge”
*crew
*tide
*foggy
*disappear *cling *balancing
*stretch
*excitement
“Roberto Clemente”
*fans
*stands
*style
*score
*polish
*slammed
*league
*pronounced
Grammar:
*common and proper nouns
Reading skill
* Identify the main idea of the text
* reading Comprehension
* Scanning for information
MAIN OBJECTIVES

This study guide was designed to help you prepare for the upcoming exam. Make sure you know and
understand all of its content. Please study for the exam several days before the exam and if you have any
doubts, please make sure you go to your teacher for assistance.
STUDY MATERIAL

Practice book, notebook, reading book, and worksheets given by the teacher.

TOPICS

PAGES

115 - 136
“Pop’s bridge” vocabulary words:
*crew
*tide
*foggy
*disappear *cling *balancing
*stretch
*excitement

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVITIES

Write sentences on your
notebook using the vocabulary
words. Check your reading
book if necessary.
.

EXAMPLE

The crew of men build the stadium.
The monkeys cling to the branch of the trees.
I like to see the tides in the ocean.
TOPICS

PAGES

“Roberto Clemente” vocabulary words:
*fans
*score
*league

*stands
*style
*polish
*slammed
*pronounced

151- 172

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVTIES

Write sentences on your
notebook using the vocabulary
words. Check your reading
book if necessary.

EXAMPLE

Messi scored an awesome goal.
The referee pronounced the end of the game.
He loves to polish all his trophies.

TOPICS

Proper and common nouns.

PAGES

44, 46 and 51

SUGGESTED REVIEWING ACTIVITIES

Check your notebook and the
pages from the practice book.

EXAMPLE

*Proper nouns: A word that names a particular person, place or thing. Proper nouns begin with capital letter.
e.g.
Sergio is very tall.
San Diego is such a beautiful city!

*Common nouns: a word that names any person, place or thing.
The table is big.
Those rabbits are very little.

